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Information session contents

• Progress of the UPM Paso de los Toros project

• Management and protocols implemented against COVID-19

• Monitoring of environmental conditions

• Strengthening the development of the communities

• New nursery in Sarandí del Yí

• The value of opportunities

• More than 3,000 Uruguayans work at the 16 construction sites
- “Via Trabajo” as a generator of employment
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Progress of the 
UPM Paso de los Toros

pulp mill project
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Progress of the UPM Paso de los Toros pulp mill project
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Project progress within the planned schedule

• The construction of the UPM Paso de los Toros pulp mill and sites linked to the project are progressing as planned. 
Earthmoving works continue, civil construction has started and internal road works are in progress. The Camino El 
Tala road work have been completed while the access from Route 5 to the new road is advancing.

• The pulp mill chimney reached its maximum height of 127 meters. In addition, the foundation works began in the 
areas of pulp production processes, such as fiber line, cooling towers, drying plant, recovery boiler, turbines and 
evaporation plant.

• In the port of Montevideo, the works related to the specialized pulp terminal are progressing at a good pace and 
the filling of the area has been completed. Construction of the pulp storage site, tank park and steel structures that 
will be used to unload pulp bales by rail are ongoing.

• The 60 houses built for permanent use which will be transferred to the State of Uruguay upon the completion of the 
pulp mill, have been inaugurated. Of the altogether 12 neighborhoods within the housing solutions plan for the mill 
constructors, 11 are ready to be inhabited. The Charrúa neighborhood of Paso de los Toros already has 180 
inhabitants and continues to receive workers from Uruguayan companies.

• The works of the road infrastructure improvement project will continue in the center and center-west of the country 
until the end of the year, previously defined in coordination with the Ministry of Transport and Public Works. 
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All UPM’s construction sites have implemented strict compliance of protocols defined by 
UPM, the Ministry of Public Health (MSP), the Ministry of Labor and Social Security 
(MTSS), and also what has been agreed by the Tripartite Commission on Hygiene of the 
Construction Industry.

The confirmed positive cases of COVID-19 originated in the area of the new UPM pulp 
mill have been managed in line with the protocols led by the Ministry of Public Health. 

The protocols implemented from the first moment have allowed the situation to be 
quickly contained and addressed following the pre-established guidelines and 
maintaining contact with the local authorities and the local Emergency Committee.

Since the beginning of the pandemic, more than 2,000 swab tests and 700 random tests 
have been performed at the mill site.

Management and protocols implemented 
against COVID-19
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Monitoring of environmental conditions
• UPM is carrying out a rigorous monitoring of environmental 

conditions in phases prior to the start-up of the new pulp mill.

• The monitoring of the UPM Fray Bentos mill began prior to the 
operation of the pulp mill and continues to date. The monitoring is 
carried out by both UPM and the Uruguayan Technological 
Laboratory (LATU). The results are public and confirm an 
excellent environmental performance.

• At UPM Paso de los Toros, a general plan for monitoring 
environmental conditions is already being implemented in order to 
generate a situation report prior to the construction and operation 
of the new pulp mill. 

• These implemented studies will allow to give a real reference to 
the state of the environmental conditions prior to the construction 
of the new pulp mill and its operation.

• Some of the reference parameters defined by the Uruguayan 
enviromental authority DINAMA for the UPM Paso de los Toros 
pulp mill are up to two times stricter than those of UPM Fray 
Bentos.
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Strengthening the development of the communities
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Road safety training program for children

• Under the leadership of DESEM Young Entrepreneurs, a road safety training 
program for children was carried out in schools in Paso de los Toros, Pueblo 
Centenario, Sarandí del Yí and the city of Durazno. The focus was placed on the 
local reality and the interior of the country in general, where people coexist with 
routes and roads in daily use.

Free student transfer service

• The transfer service for high school students between Pueblo Centenario and 
Paso de los Toros was resumed. It is free to use and works from Monday to 
Friday with pre-established schedules and routes.

Alliance with Automóvil Club del Uruguay

• In alliance with the Automóvil Club del Uruguay, a diagnosis of road behaviour
was carried out to find out about mobility and driving in the area. This allowed 
defining concrete actions that were implemented under the “Think, your life 
matters” campaign: an initiative from UPM, Automóvil Club del Uruguay, the 
municipality of Paso de los Toros and the city's Traffic Directorate that aims to 
improve traffic road safety in the area.

.
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Strengthening the development of the communities

Seven projects selected in the "Initiatives for your community“ 
programme

• The programme was established to promote improvement projects 
related to infrastructure, education, training and community 
development. Seven ideas were selected out of the over 50 
innovative ideas received to be launched supported by the UPM 
Foundation.

Study scholarships for young people from the inland of Uruguay

• A call was launched for young people from the inland of the country 
who want to apply for financial support scholarships for their studies. 
This project is focused on industry-oriented tertiary careers and is 
currently in the process of interviews and evaluation to designate the 
finalists.
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Strengthening of the development of communities

Trainings in Paso de los Toros and Pueblo Centenario:

• English and customer service trainings will be arranged to support 
strengthening the local capacities and services.

The Charrúa complex in Paso de los Toros is completed

• In agreement with the Municipality of Paso de los Toros, the 
Neighborhood Commission of the Charrúa Neighborhood and the 
NGO Redoblando Esfuerzos, the construction of a soccer field and 
the installation of lighting are being financed.

“Communities that protect” in alliance with the El Paso Civil 
Association

• In order to contribute to the prevention of sexual exploitation of 
children and teens, the project "Communities that protect" was 
launched in association with El Paso Civil Association. It is already in 
operation through awareness campaigns in the press and a training 
carried out for 40 local referents so that they can detect situations of 
sexual exploitation.
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New nursery in Sarandí del Yí

• The construction of a last generation nursery began 10 
kilometers from Sarandí del Yí. The project, which 
involves an investment of 25 million dollars, will have an 
annual production capacity of 10 million seedlings of 
Eucalyptus dunnii and Eucalyptus grandis.

• It involves the creation of about 200 jobs during the 18 
months of construction, to which is added a permanent 
workforce of around 120 local and regional people.

• UPM’s third nursery in Uruguay will ensure that our 
annual planting plans needed to supply both the UPM 
Fray Bentos and the new pulp mill will be met.
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THE VALUE OF

OPPORTUNITIES
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workers

2,200 in the construction site
450 in the port terminal
350 in the housing solutions

~3,000
Evolution of the workforce
Construction phase

* Al 15 de noviembre de 2020

~40%
of the workers are from Paso 
de los Toros and Durazno

Credentials Control and 
Declaration of Origin 
implemented.
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Job opportunities at the construction phase

• People interested in job opportunities in the construction 
of the mill may register through Via Trabajo online 
service of the Ministry of Labour and Social Security 
(MTSS).

• All contractor companies involved in the construction 
have access to the database to hire workers.

• Registration is open at the following link: 
viatrabajo.mtss.gub.uy

• Personnel is not hired neither CV’s are received at the 
construction sites nor at the UPM office in Paso de los 
Toros.
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Job opportunities: 
• Maintenance and engineering manager 

(Fray Bentos)
• Customer service specialist (Fray 

Bentos)
• Regional forestry coordinator (Centre 

region)
• Scaffolding coordinator (Paso de los 

Toros)
• Regional services supervisor (Paso de 

los Toros)
• Responsible for handling materials and 

equipment (Paso de los Toros)
• Supervision team (Sarandí del Yí)




